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RNA and DNA Editing: Methods and Protocols (Methods in Molecular Biology)Humana Press, 2011

	The recent expansion in diversity of RNA and DNA editing types has stimulated the development of many unique genetic, molecular, biochemical, and computational approaches to biological issues.  In RNA and DNA Editing: Methods and Protocols, leading experts in the field introduce methods developed over the last few years to study...
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The Top Ten Algorithms in Data MiningCRC Press, 2009

	Identifying some of the most influential algorithms that are widely used in the data mining community, The Top Ten Algorithms in Data Mining provides a description of each algorithm, discusses its impact, and reviews current and future research. Thoroughly evaluated by independent reviewers, each chapter focuses on a...
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Advice to the Healer: On the Art of CaringSpringer, 2012

	This book introduces the origins of important teachings that form the basis of medicine and related healing professions. Reinforcing the humanistic side of patient care, this book replicates the tips, anecdotes and aphorisms often related by mentors and educators to medical students, residents, and young physicians. This book provides...
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3ds Max 8 BibleJohn Wiley & Sons, 2006
If 3ds Max 8 can do it, you can do it too ... 
Spark your creativity with the world's most popular animation software and the detailed instruction in this power-packed book from an industry expert. If you're new to 3ds Max, jump right in with a Quick Start program that will have you modeling and rendering a complete image your first day....
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How to Motivate People: Learn the Key Skills; Get the Best Results; Develop, Appraise, Empower (Sunday Times Creating Success)Kogan Page, 2010

	Managers are under increasing pressure to get results, and their competence is judged on the combined performance of their whole team. When their staff are content they perform well; when they are motivated they perform even better. 

	

	How to Motivate People shows managers how to inspire individuals or teams to...
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Digital Storytelling, First Edition : A Creator's Guide to Interactive EntertainmentFocal Press, 2004
This book is about storytelling—a new form of storytelling, to be sure, but part of
a tradition that stretches back to preliterate times. Storytelling is a magical and
powerful craft. Not only can it transport the audience on a thrilling journey into
an imaginary world, but it can also reveal dark secrets of human nature or...
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Herding Chickens: Innovative Techniques for Project ManagementJossey-Bass, 2005
Get The Straight Scoop On Project Management—Ingenious Strategies That     Work!
     
     Have you studied the traditional processes of project     management, only to discover that in reality they fall short? Are you done with     the idealistic theories of how things should function and eager to apply...
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Web Standards Creativity: Innovations in Web Design with XHTML, CSS, and DOM ScriptingFriends of Ed, 2007
Here at friends of ED, we know that as a web designer or developer, your work involves more than just working to pay the bills. We know that each day, you strive to push the boundaries of your medium, unleashing your creativity in new ways to make your websites more engaging and attractive to behold, while still maintaining cross-browser support,...
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Letterhead & Logo Design 8Rockport Publishers, 2005

	The latest edition in the best-selling annual Letterhead and Logo Design series, now in paperback, features the most innovative and exciting work from well-known design leaders, new design firms, and cutting-edge artists. From logos to business cards to labels and envelopes, the creative techniques and full-color images portrayed in this...
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Whiteboard Selling: Empowering Sales Through VisualsJohn Wiley & Sons, 2013

	Create compelling whiteboard presentations to engage your customers and win their business


	Whiteboard Selling offers a step-by-step approach to transforming your message and selling style by using powerful visual stories that inspire and engage customers and prospects. Free your sales force from relying on slides and...
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Advanced Photoshop Elements 6 for Digital PhotographersFocal Press, 2008
Think you've exhausted all of the possibilities in Adobe's awesome Photoshop Elements software? Think again. In this fully updated essential guide, Philip Andrews delves deeper into the software than ever before with advanced tips, tricks, and techniques to help the experienced Elements user take their skills to the next level. Move beyond the...
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The Art of Game Design: A book of lensesMorgan Kaufmann, 2008

	Anyone can master the fundamentals of game design no technological expertise is necessary. The Art of Game Design: A Book of Lenses shows that the same basic principles of psychology that work for board games, card games and athletic games also are the keys to making top-quality videogames. Good game design happens when you view your...
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